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Abstract

This study investigated the effect of the inertial component of the resistance (INERTIA)
at different intensity levels (LOAD) on force (FORCE ), velocity (VELOCITY ), power
(POWER), and the muscle activity of the pectoralis major (EMGPM), anterior deltoid
(EMGDA) and triceps brachii (EMGTB) muscles during a chest press exercise.

A motor-driven exercise apparatus was programmed to offer resistance with different
inertial profiles over the range of movement (ROM ): gravitational-type constant inertia
(IFULL); no-inertia (IZERO); linearly descending inertia along the ROM (IVAR). Nine
healthy adults performed five, maximal-effort, explosive movements with each inertial
profile at 30, 50 and 70% of their 1 repetition maximum. Meanwhile, the EMGPM,
EMGDA and EMGTB signals were obtained jointly with the FORCE, VELOCITY and
POWER readings returned by the exercise apparatus.

One-dimensional statistical non-parametric maps based on 2-way repeated measures
ANOVA (SnPM ) were employed to evaluate the effect of LOAD and INERTIA on the
collected timeseries. Paired t-tests were then used as post-hoc tests on the portions of
the ROM denoting significant differences in the SnPM.

Higher LOAD resulted in elevated outcomes over large portions of the ROM in all
the investigated timeseries. Compared to IFULL, IZERO allowed greater VELOCITY at
the cost of lower FORCE throughout the ROM, while IVAR, despite the lower
VELOCITY than IZERO, resulted in higher FORCE and POWER output. In addition,
IZERO and IVAR elevated EMGTB at the end of the ROM with respect to IFULL. IVAR

overcame both IFULL and IZERO in terms of FORCE and POWER, which indicates
that variable inertial profiles might be effectively integrated into resistance exercise
programs. Ultimately, this study suggested that INERTIA acts independently to the
imposed LOAD on the FORCE, VELOCITY and POWER production. Coaches and
therapists are encouraged to account for the type of INERTIA as one of the parameters
considered during the exercise selection for their athletes or patients.

Introduction 1

Resistance training includes any physical activity performed against an opposing force 2

(resistance). Despite the several types of resistances investigated [1], the commercial 3

availability of free-weights, weight-stack and plate-loaded [2] machines allowed the large 4

application of gravitational and isotonic-like resistances in sport [3] and fitness [4], with 5

a huge potential also for rehabilitation purposes [5]. In general, free-weights are thought 6
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to provide constant (gravitational) resistance to the movement, while weight stack 7

machines, thanks to the presence of specifically designed asymmetric pulleys, are 8

deemed to generate isotonic resistance profiles. However, both concepts can be 9

misleading as they assume that the movement occurs at constant velocity, thus 10

neglecting the impact of the inertia to the overall resistance. Inertial force strictly 11

depends on the amplitude of the acceleration imposed on the lifted mass [6], and 12

therefore becomes particularly relevant when different movements speeds are compared. 13

Lifting weights at high velocity is usually recommended for the development of 14

strength and power [8]. According to Newton’s laws [7], this entails high accelerations 15

at the beginning of the movement, which translates to a relevant amount of inertial 16

force that must be won to effectively achieve high velocities. Conversely, during the 17

later phase of the movement, the inertial force lowers the total resistance opposed to the 18

movement by an amount proportional to the magnitude of the deceleration necessary to 19

halt the weight at the end of the lift. This behaviour has important consequences on 20

both acute and chronic training adaptations. For instance, either fast or moderate-slow 21

resistance training routines induce comparable muscular strength gains [9]. However, 22

moving at higher velocity increases the number of performed repetitions before 23

failure [10] and elevates the surface electromyographic activity (EMG) of the pectoralis 24

major muscle [11]. 25

Some authors suggested that non-inertial resistances can be effective for strength 26

and power development. When gravitational and pneumatic resistance have been 27

compared, the latter resulted in higher movement velocities and muscle activation [12]. 28

Likewise, elastic resistance has shown significant improvements in strength and power 29

gains over standard free-weight exercises [13]. Broadly speaking, the absence of inertia 30

allows the achievement of higher movement velocity at the cost of reduced force 31

production [12]. However, theoretical models suggested that this behaviour might not 32

be optimal to maximize the force production and rate of force development, which could 33

be improved through the application of variable inertia profiles [14]. 34

So far, the study of different inertial profiles during resistance exercise has been 35

limited to the comparison of constant and non-inertial resistances. In addition, these 36

studies have been often impaired by the use of different exercise apparatuses to elicit 37

the target inertial resistances. This produces a challenge when needing to isolate the 38

inertial effects from those derived by the specific mechanics of the exercise equipment. 39

Consequently, this study employed the use of a novel exercise equipment capable of 40

providing programmable resistive profiles, thus allowing to precisely isolate the inertial 41

effects to those deriving from the movement mechanics or the overall exercise intensity. 42

This was used to introduce a novel variable resistance profile to compare with more 43

conventional constant and non-inertial resistances on force, velocity, power and muscle 44

activation of the prime movers during a conventional chest press exercise. 45

Materials and methods 46

Subjects 47

Nine healthy males (Age: 41.8± 10.7 years; Weight: 83.8± 5.8 kg; 1 Repetition 48

Maximum: 98.4± 23.3 kg) with advanced experience in resistance training were 49

enrolled, on voluntary basis from the 3rd to the 30th of June 2022. All participants were 50

subject to a medical screening for the practice of non-competitive physical exercise 51

within the 6 months before the start of the study. The participants were extensively 52

briefed about the study modalities, purpose, and experimental hypothesis before 53

starting the tests. The study was approved by the Ethical committee of the University 54

of Perugia (protocol number 130298) and written informed consent was obtained from 55
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each participant before the test. Eligibility criteria for this study were: more than 2 56

years of regular resistance training experience; absence of functional or injury related 57

limitations to the movement studied (chest press). 58

Exercise apparatus 59

A commercially available electro-mechanically driven exercise apparatus (BiostrengthTM
60

Chest press, Technogym SPA, Cesena, Italy) was used (Fig. 1). This type of exercise 61

equipment has been already employed by research studies [15] and was chosen because 62

it allowed the design of arbitrary resistance profiles. Therfore making possible to 63

generate resistance with variable levels of inertia within the range of movement (ROM ). 64

In addition, this equipment could record the force and displacement generated during 65

the exercise at sampling rate of 20 Hz with 16-bit resolution. 66

Fig 1. Exercise apparatus Technogym BiostrengthTM Chest Press

Experimental setup 67

Three distinct inertial resistance profiles have been designed to reflect specific physical 68

behaviours (see the S1 Appendix for a detailed mathematical description): 69

� IFULL provided the inertial profile corresponding to the use of a conventional 70

weight stack as resistance. 71

� IZERO denoted the complete absence of inertial resistance. Only the selected 72

weight component was effectively offered during the exercise. 73

� IVAR represented a variable inertial profile linearly reducing from IFULL to IZERO 74

throughout the 25-75% range of the ROM. 75

Pairs of unipolar, Ag/AgCl, ∅ = 24 mm, pre-gelled, disposable EMG electrodes 76

(Covidien Kendall, Minneapolis, MN, USA) were secured on the right side of the body 77

over the pectoralis major, anterior deltoid and the long head of the triceps brachii 78

muscles [16]. These muscles were chosen as they are prime movers for the studied 79

exercise [17]. The EMG electrodes were placed parallel to the muscle fibres with 2 cm 80

inter-electrode distance. Before their placement, the skin was shaved, slightly abraded 81

via sandpaper, and cleaned with an alcoholic solution. All the EMG data (input 82

impedance: 100 MΩ; CMRR: >> 110 dB; baseline noise: < 1 µV ; gain: 240.6) were 83

synchronously sampled at 1 kHz and stored on a computer using a 16 bit resolution 84

wireless system (FreeEMG, BTS Bioengineering SPA, Italy). 85

Pairs of semi-spherical reflective markers (∅ = 10 mm) were secured to the ends of 86

the exercise apparatus handles. Kinematic data were collected via a 10 cameras motion 87

capture system (SMART DX-7000, BTS Bioengineering SPA, Italy), time synchronised 88

with the EMG sensors. The kinematic data were sampled at 500 Hz with 4 Mpixel 89

resolution. Calibration of the kinematic system resulted in a measurement error 90

< 0.3 mm for all cameras. 91

Testing procedure 92

The participants performed a general warm-up of 5 minutes on a cycle ergometer 93

(SkillbikeTM, Technogym SPA, Cesena, Italy) at self-selected resistance. Afterwards, 94

according to the guidelines of the exercise apparatus manufacturer, the participants sat 95

on the exercise apparatus and regulated the seat height to have the centre of their 96
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shoulder joints at the height of a pair of yellow flags secured on the back rest. This 97

ensured that the participants performed the exercise with the upper limbs almost 98

aligned with the rotation plane of the handles, allowing the optimal generation of force. 99

Three repetitions were performed at the minimal load (10 kg) at slow constant pace. 100

Approximately 3 seconds were allowed for the concentric and eccentric phase, with no 101

isometric rest in-between. 102

After the warm-up, the participants were asked to perform 6 repetitions with 103

self-selected load using the IFULL resistance profile. After 3 minutes of rest, the load 104

was increased, and another 6 repetitions were performed. This procedure was repeated, 105

usually 2-3 times, until the participant was no longer able to perform the six repetitions. 106

Then, the participant’s 1 Repetition Maximum (1RM ) was estimated according to the 107

load and the number of repetitions performed during the last set [18]. After another 3 108

minutes of rest, three maximal isokinetic, concentric-only repetitions were performed. 109

The movement speed was set at approximately 0.24 m/s (measured at the handles 110

mid-points) to mimic the average lifting speed of the 1RM in the bench press 111

exercise [19]. 112

Next, the participants performed 9 sets of 5 repetitions at maximal concentric speed, 113

each with a specific combination of the three inertial profiles (IFULL, IZERO, IVAR) and 114

three intensity levels: 30%, 50% and 70% of their 1RM (namely, 1RM30, 1RM50 and 115

1RM70). Every set was separated by a minimum of 3 minutes of recovery, and the 116

adopted inertial condition was randomized for each participant. During the tests, the 117

participants were instructed to ”push as much and as fast as possible”, and they were 118

not aware of the specific inertial profile being used. 119

Data processing 120

Each EMG signal collected from the right pectoralis major (EMGPM), anterior deltoid 121

(EMGDA) and triceps brachii (EMGTB) muscles were centered around their mean and 122

filtered by a fourth order, band-pass, zero-phase, Butterworth filter with bandwidth of 123

20 Hz [20] and 450 Hz [16] before being full-wave rectified. For each trial, the force 124

generated by the user over time (FORCE ) was obtained from the motor readings. 125

Conversely, the instantaneous velocity (VELOCITY ) was obtained derivating the right 126

handle mid-point position over time [21]. All data were then linear enveloped by means 127

of a fourth order, low-pass, phase-corrected, Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency of 128

3 Hz [22]. 129

FORCE data were time synchronized with VELOCITY and EMG data detecting 130

the time lag corresponding to the peak in the cross-correlation between the positional 131

readings of the exercise apparatus with those of the right handle mid-point obtained 132

from kinematic acquisitions. Ultimately, the power output (POWER) was calculated as 133

the product between FORCE and VELOCITY. 134

The time instants corresponding to the beginning and end of the concentric phase of 135

each repetition were obtained by: 136

1. looking at the local minima and maxima in the anterior-posterior displacement of 137

the handles; 138

2. identifying the closest zero-crossing sample in the VELOCITY signal to each 139

detected minima and maxima. 140

For each trial, the first and last repetition were excluded from the analysis to avoid 141

possible confounding effects due to the initiation or end of the movement. Then, for 142

each investigated muscle, the processed EMG signals were normalized by the mean of 143

the peak values resulting from the repetitions performed with isokinetic resistance. 144
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Finally, for each detected concentric phase, the EMGPM, EMGDA, EMGTB, FORCE, 145

VELOCITY and POWER data have been cubic-spline interpolated to 101 samples. 146

Statistical analysis 147

Because of the one-dimensional nature of the investigated data, to evaluate the effects of 148

the lifted load (LOAD) and the inertial profile (INERTIA) on each investigated 149

parameter, statistical maps based on 2 way repeated measures ANOVA were 150

generated [23]. During exploratory analysis, Bayesian Information Criterion [24] maps 151

were obtained for every parameter through the calculation of this score for each of the 152

101 samples defining the signals. The median value of each map was then calculated. 153

Lower median values were obtained from the models excluding the interaction term, 154

therefore each parameter has been analysed considering only the main effects. Similar 155

maps were obtained applying the Shapiro-Wilk test, which denoted the lack of 156

normality on several portions of the data. Hence, a non parametric approach based on 157

permutation tests was used to detect the regions of the ROM highlighted by significant 158

differences [25]. η2 maps were also calculated. When significant differences in specific 159

regions of the ROM were found, the ROM START:STOP notation has been used to 160

provide a concise representation of the significant regions emerged from the statistical 161

analysis. For each significant region of the ROM, the mean η2 (namely η2) was 162

calculated as measure of effect size. Posthoc analyses were then performed via 163

permutation tests based on paired t-tests between the mean value obtained from the 164

groups being compared over the significant region. For each posthoc comparison, the 165

mean values with 95% confidence intervals of the compared quantities was reported. 166

The level of significance (α) was set at 0.05 and 10000 permutations were used to derive 167

the distrubution from which the p values have been extracted. The Holm-Sidak 168

correction [26] was employed to correct for the multiple comparisons during posthoc 169

analyses. 170

All data were reduced, processed and analysed via custom python scripts (version 171

3.11.3, https://www.python.org) with the use of the libraries numpy (version 1.25, 172

https://www.numpy.org), matplotlib (version 3.7.0, https://www.matplotlib.org), 173

pandas (version 2.0.3, https://pandas.pydata.org), scipy (version 1.11.1, 174

https://www.scipy.org), spm1d (version 0.4.18, https://www.spm1d.org) and 175

statsmodels (version 0.14.0, https://www.statsmodels.org). 176

Results 177

FORCE was increased by LOAD over the whole ROM (Fig. 2), with higher values 178

corresponding to higher 1RM percentages. Conversely, INERTIA altered the FORCE 179

production during the mid-range of the concentric phase (ROM 18%:79%), with the 180

posthoc analysis revealing progressively higher values for IZERO, IFULL and IVAR, 181

respectively (Table 1). 182

VELOCITY progressively decreased over almost all the concentric phase 183

(ROM 0%:96%) as LOAD increased (Fig. 3). Also INERTIA had a significant effect on 184

the major part of the concentric phase (ROM 3%:100%), with progressively reduced 185

VELOCITY values respectively for IZERO, IVAR and IFULL (Table 1). 186

POWER was influenced by LOAD on two separate ROM regions (Fig. 4). At 187

ROM 15%:62%, 1RM70 resulted in lower values than 1RM50 and 1RM30. Conversely, over 188

the ROM 93%:100% range, an opposite trend was found and 1RM70 shown the highest 189

POWER with respect to 1RM30 and 1RM50 (Table 1). POWER resulted affected by 190

INERTIA at the end of the ROM (ROM 80%:100%), where IVAR achieving the highest 191

values and IFULL the lowest (Table 1). 192
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EMGPM amplitude resulted proportional to LOAD (Fig. 5) during the second half of 193

the concentric phase (ROM 50%:97%). Conversely, no effects were found for INERTIA in 194

any part of the ROM. 195

EMGTB (Fig. 6) activity was greater with higher loads over the large part of the 196

ROM (ROM 14%:97%). In addition, at the end of the concentric phase (ROM 98%:100%), 197

IFULL lowered EMGTB as compared to IZERO and IVAR (Table 1). 198

EMGDA was not influenced by INERTIA although LOAD shown significant effects 199

over two regions of the ROM (Fig. 7). At ROM 0%:4%, 1RM30 resulted in lower EMG 200

amplitude than 1RM50 and 1RM70 while at ROM 50%:94% the EMGDA activity was 201

proportional to LOAD (Table 1). 202

Table 1. LOAD and INERTIA comparisons over significant regions of the ROM

PARAMETER EFFECT REGION CONDITION MEAN 95% CI*

EMGDA (%) LOAD ROM (0%, 4%) 1RM30
<1RM50 <1RM70 69.26 64.65 - 73.86

ROM (0%, 4%) 1RM50 78.00 73.16 - 82.84
ROM (0%, 4%) 1RM70 80.62 75.50 - 85.74
ROM (50%, 94%) 1RM30

<1RM50 <1RM70 44.93 39.60 - 50.26
ROM (50%, 94%) 1RM50

<1RM70 55.37 51.54 - 59.20
ROM (50%, 94%) 1RM70 70.02 66.72 - 73.33

EMGPM (%) LOAD ROM (50%, 97%) 1RM30
<1RM50 <1RM70 41.22 36.98 - 45.47

ROM (50%, 97%) 1RM50
<1RM70 50.22 46.51 - 53.93

ROM (50%, 97%) 1RM70 62.46 58.75 - 66.17
EMGTB (%) INERTIA ROM (98%, 100%) IFULL

<IVAR <IZERO 21.32 17.83 - 24.80
ROM (98%, 100%) IVAR 29.31 25.18 - 33.44
ROM (98%, 100%) IZERO 29.07 25.06 - 33.08

LOAD ROM (13%, 97%) 1RM30
<1RM50 <1RM70 61.90 57.54 - 66.26

ROM (13%, 97%) 1RM50
<1RM70 72.33 67.48 - 77.18

ROM (13%, 97%) 1RM70 83.14 77.81 - 88.48
FORCE (kgf) INERTIA ROM (18%, 79%) IFULL

<IVAR 53.12 49.71 - 56.52
ROM (18%, 79%) IVAR 55.31 52.10 - 58.52
ROM (18%, 79%) IZERO

<IFULL <IVAR 47.82 44.35 - 51.30
LOAD ROM (0%, 100%) 1RM30

<1RM50 <1RM70 39.32 36.98 - 41.66
ROM (0%, 100%) 1RM50

<1RM70 49.42 47.21 - 51.63
ROM (0%, 100%) 1RM70 60.04 56.64 - 63.44

POWER (W ) INERTIA ROM (80%, 100%) IFULL
<IVAR <IZERO 275.2 241.3 - 309.2

ROM (80%, 100%) IVAR 376.2 346.3 - 406.2
ROM (80%, 100%) IZERO

<IVAR 325.3 293.5 - 357.1
LOAD ROM (15%, 62%) 1RM30 628.7 591.1 - 666.3

ROM (15%, 62%) 1RM50 607.4 579.1 - 635.8
ROM (15%, 62%) 1RM70

<1RM30 <1RM50 462.5 439.7 - 485.2
ROM (93%, 100%) 1RM30

<1RM50 <1RM70 124.4 102.4 - 146.3
ROM (93%, 100%) 1RM50

<1RM70 194.7 173.7 - 215.6
ROM (93%, 100%) 1RM70 222.5 203.8 - 241.2

V ELOCITY (cm/s) INERTIA ROM (3%, 100%) IFULL
<IVAR <IZERO 96.09 90.31 - 101.8

ROM (3%, 100%) IVAR
<IZERO 99.59 93.22 - 105.9

ROM (3%, 100%) IZERO 112.5 106.5 - 118.6
LOAD ROM (0%, 96%) 1RM30 125.9 123.0 - 128.8

ROM (0%, 96%) 1RM50
<1RM30 107.8 104.0 - 111.7

ROM (0%, 96%) 1RM70
<1RM30 <1RM50 75.19 71.42 - 78.97

* Confidence intervals have been drawn through 10000 permutations [25].
The <xxx notation denotes significant lower values (p < 0.05) against the annotated condition.
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Fig 2. FORCE patterns
The subfigures a, b and c respectively report the mean force patterns obtained at 30, 50
and 70% of the 1RM for each inertial profile. The grey lines in subfigures d and e show
the statistical maps for the LOAD and INERTIA effects. The red dashes indicate the
critical F value corresponding to α. The grey areas highlight the significant regions of
the map and the boxes report the calculated p values and effect size (η2).

Fig 3. VELOCITY patterns
The subfigures a, b and c respectively report the mean velocity patterns obtained at 30,
50 and 70% of the 1RM for each inertial profile. The grey lines in subfigures d and e
show the statistical maps for the LOAD and INERTIA effects. The red dashes indicate
the critical F value corresponding to α. The grey areas highlight the significant regions
of the map and the boxes report the calculated p values and effect size (η2).

Fig 4. POWER patterns
The subfigures a, b and c respectively report the mean power patterns obtained at 30,
50 and 70% of the 1RM for each inertial profile. The grey lines in subfigures d and e
show the statistical maps for the LOAD and INERTIA effects. The red dashes indicate
the critical F value corresponding to α. The grey areas highlight the significant regions
of the map and the boxes report the calculated p values and effect size (η2).

Fig 5. EMGPM patterns
The subfigures a, b and c respectively report the mean EMG patterns of the right
pectoralis major muscle obtained at 30, 50 and 70% of the 1RM for each inertial profile.
The grey lines in subfigures d and e show the statistical maps for the LOAD and
INERTIA effects. The red dashes indicate the critical F value corresponding to α. The
grey areas highlight the significant regions of the map and the boxes report the
calculated p values and effect size (η2).

Fig 6. EMGTB patterns
The subfigures a, b and c respectively report the mean EMG patterns of the right
triceps brachii muscle obtained at 30, 50 and 70% of the 1RM for each inertial profile.
The grey lines in subfigures d and e show the statistical maps for the LOAD and
INERTIA effects. The red dashes indicate the critical F value corresponding to α. The
grey areas highlight the significant regions of the map and the boxes report the
calculated p values and effect size (η2).

Fig 7. EMGDA patterns
The subfigures a, b and c respectively report the mean EMG patterns of the right
anterior deltoid muscle obtained at 30, 50 and 70% of the 1RM for each inertial profile.
The grey lines in subfigures d and e show the statistical maps for the LOAD and
INERTIA effects. The red dashes indicate the critical F value corresponding to α. The
grey areas highlight the significant regions of the map and the boxes report the
calculated p values and effect size (η2).
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Discussion 203

This study examined the effects induced by different inertial resistance profiles on 204

FORCE, POWER, VELOCITY and the amplitude of the EMGPM, EMGTB and 205

EMGDA muscles during a chest press exercise performed at different intensity levels. 206

In line with other studies [27–29], higher intensity elevated FORCE. This effect was 207

relevant across the whole ROM and acted independently to the employed inertial 208

profile. As predicted by theory [14], FORCE was enhanced by the presence of inertial 209

resistance at beginning of the ROM, and reduced at its end. As a result, the lack of 210

inertial resistance (as per the IZERO condition) limited FORCE, although it provided a 211

flatter profile across the ROM. To this extent, IVAR, who kept the inertial contribution 212

of IFULL at the beginning of the ROM and then progressively approached the IZERO 213

behaviour toward the end of the concentric phase, retained elevated FORCE for longer 214

portions of the ROM and remarkably overcame IZERO and IFULL over the mid-range 215

(Fig. 2). 216

In agreement with previous findings [12], the inclusion of inertial resistance reduced 217

VELOCITY throughout the whole ROM (Fig. 3). The same findings supported the use 218

of IZERO to achieve high POWER output. However, the results of this study suggests 219

that inertial resistance is important for the maintenance of high POWER along the 220

ROM. Notably, this study revealed that the POWER output was not affected by 221

INERTIA over the first 80% of the ROM. Afterwards, POWER resulted progressively 222

lower between IVAR, IZERO and IFULL respectively (Fig. 4). This behaviour could be 223

the result of the combination of effects already discussed about FORCE and 224

VELOCITY. When IFULL was employed, the relatively low VELOCITY was 225

compensated by the higher FORCE levels. However, the reduction in FORCE induced 226

by the facilitating effect of the inertial resistance at the end of the concentric phase had 227

the effect of limiting the POWER output with respect to the other two inertial 228

conditions. Following the same principle, the low FORCE of IZERO was compensated 229

by the highest VELOCITY among the three tested inertial conditions. This allowed the 230

production of high POWER levels throughout the major part of the ROM. Nevertheless, 231

the higher POWER achieved over the last 20% of the ROM by IVAR suggests also that 232

the limited amount of FORCE produced with IZERO might have limited the POWER 233

output over the later portion of the ROM. To this extent, while IZERO resulted the best 234

choice for eliciting high VELOCITY, the possibility of varying the amount of inertial 235

resistance throughout the ROM seemed to combine the positive effects of IFULL on 236

FORCE with those provided by IZERO on POWER. 237

Previous findings [11,12] suggest that on the bench press exercise, in general the 238

higher the LOAD, the higher the EMG amplitude produced by the prime movers. 239

However, this rather simplistic rule is affected by other factors like execution speed and 240

the type of resistance being employed. Indeed, the results of this study shown that 241

higher LOAD did not change the EMGPM amplitude over the first half of the ROM, but 242

it required the pectoralis major muscle to be recruited for longer time (Fig. 5). As a 243

result, elevated EMGPM was found at higher LOAD only over the second half of the 244

ROM. A very similar behaviour was found on the anterior deltoid muscle (Fig. 7) but 245

not on the triceps brachii, which appeared more active as the load was increased over 246

the major part of the ROM (Fig. 6). These results are well aligned to previous 247

findings [30] indicating that, during the bench press concentric phase, the elbow 248

extensors (i.e. the triceps brachii muscles) assist the action of the shoulder transversal 249

flexors (e.g. the pectoralis major and anterior deltoid muscles) in driving away the 250

barbell from the chest. The participants to this study were required to maximally 251

accelerate the handles regardless to the load or the inertial resistance profile. This 252

translates into the requirement of maximally accelerating the handles of the exercise 253

apparatus, which in turn was designed to move along the shoulders transversal plane. 254
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Accordingly, the pectoralis major and anterior deltoid activity resulted nearly maximal 255

as the handles were accelerated independently to the load or inertial condition, while 256

the contribution of triceps brachii increased proportionally to the moved resistance to 257

support the other muscles through a more powerful elbow extension. This would 258

explains also the lower EMGTB amplitude found under the IFULL condition at the very 259

end of the ROM. As already discussed, when the movement starts to decelerate, the 260

inertial resistance reduces the total amount of FORCE required. Accordingly, the lower 261

FORCE requirement would have translated to a reduced effort imposed to the triceps 262

brachii muscles and thus to the EMGTB amplitude. 263

As a final remark, the possibility of varying the amount of inertia along the ROM is 264

a novel opportunity allowed by the use of resistance exercise apparatuses driven by 265

programmable electromechanical motors. In this study three simple inertial resistance 266

profiles have been generated and compared, however, this novel technology might allow 267

the design of more precise exercise routines and would require additional studies to 268

better understand their potential. 269

Conclusion 270

This study examined the effects of distinct inertial resistance profiles (IFULL, IZERO and 271

IVAR) on FORCE, POWER, VELOCITY and on the EMGPM, EMGTB and EMGDA 272

amplitude during a chest press exercise performed at different intensity levels. 273

Compared to IFULL, IZERO allowed faster movements accompanied to lower FORCE 274

outcomes throughout the whole ROM. Conversely IVAR, despite being slower than 275

IZERO, generated more FORCE and POWER. POWER was higher with lower loads in 276

the mid-range of the ROM, while it was proportional to the applied resistance during 277

the last part of the concentric phase. Higher loads elevated EMGPM and EMGDA 278

mainly during the second half of the concentric phase, while EMGTB was greater with 279

heavier loads at the ROM ’s mid-range. IFULL reduced the EMGTB amplitude at the 280

end of the concentric phase, while its effect on EMGPM and EMGDA was negligible. As 281

result, IVAR overcame both IFULL and IZERO in terms of FORCE and POWER output, 282

which support the effectiveness of variable inertial profiles into resistance exercise 283

programs. Ultimately, this study suggests that INERTIA is an independent factor of 284

the FORCE, VELOCITY and POWER production. Its modulation should therefore be 285

considered to adjust the effects induced by an exercise toward the achievement of higher 286

FORCE, POWER or VELOCITY. Hence, coaches and therapists are encouraged to 287

account for the type of INERTIA as one of the parameters considered during the 288

preparation of the exercise routine for their athletes or patients. 289
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